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Abstract 
 
A numerical model is developed to study the dissolution of droplets in a binary mixture with 
miscibility gap. The moving boundary problem is solved with a modified volume of fraction 
method to compute the time evolution of the average drop radius and the velocity and 
concentration distributions around the dissolving drop. The modeling results are presented to 
explain experimental findings that show stable and oscillatory plumes rising from droplets of 
methanol that dissolve into a cyclohexane liquid matrix. 
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INTRODUCTION 

In recent years binary liquid-liquid systems, and particularly partially miscible liquid pairs, have 

been finding increasing applications in fundamental studies of interphase mass transfer. For 

instance, transparent liquids are often used as models for the investigation  of the behaviour of 

opaque metal alloys in the liquid state .  

Typically these alloys are solidified through phase diagrams that exhibit a miscibility gap [1]. The 

two-phase liquid consists of dispersed drops in a matrix liquid; the quality of the dispersion alloys is 

defined by the degree of homogeneity of the minority phase distribution since the strength of the 

metal alloys can be improved by a uniform dispersion of fine particles in the matrix. During alloy 

solidification, the melt is subject to temperature and concentration gradients that, in a gravity field, 

lead in most cases to buoyancy driven convective flows. Moreover, as the concentration of elements 

is different in both phases, the minority phase may experience buoyancy or sedimentation (Prinz 

and Romero [2]).  

Due to the major difficulty in investigating liquid metals for their opaqueness, organic liquids are 

often used as model substances to study the flow and the solidification of alloys. For instance, 

Methanol and Cyclohexane have been selected and investigated both in Earth and in Space 

laboratories since they are transparent liquids exhibiting a miscibility gap in the phase diagram; in 

addition, the small difference in density (0.769 [g/cm3] the Cyclohexane, 0.782 [g/cm3] the 

Methanol) allows one, in principle,  to minimize buoyancy and sedimenation effects. 

One basic problem to be studied to some extent is the migration of drops in a fluid subject to a 

temperature gradient, in a gravity field as well as under microgravity conditions (see e.g. [3]). 

Furthermore, the issues of coalescence, growth and disappearance of drops during the phase 

separation process are of basic importance. 

In preparation of a microgravity experiment to be performed on board a sounding rocket to study 

the dissolution and Marangoni migration of methanol drops in a non isothermal liquid matrix of 

Cyclohexane, the droplet dissolution under normal gravity conditions has been investigated. 
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A droplet of Methanol was formed on the tip of a capillary immersed into the Cyclohexane to study 

the droplet dissolution. The experimental procedure involved visual observation of the drop using a 

Wollastone optical apparatus to study the mass transfer at the binary liquid-liquid interface. 

In spite of the small differences in density between the drop and the surrounding matrix, a 

convective plume was clearly observed; the plume, originated at the tip of the drop and directed 

upward, exhibits in some case pronounced regular oscillations that reveal a convective instability of 

the oscillatory type. 

In previous experiments with different liquid-liquid systems (Aniline/Water, Isobutanol/Water, 

Ethilacetate/Water, see Agble and Mendes Tatsis [4]) a similar convective plume was observed that 

sometimes became unstable due to Marangoni effects induced by surfactants. In the above 

mentioned studies, the systems basically consisted of sitting drops (if the drop liquid is lighter than 

that of the matrix) or of pendant drops (if the drop liquid is heavier than that of the matrix). 

Correspondingly, the convective plume is directed downward (for pendant drop) or upward (for 

sitting drop). In the system under investigation, the droplet (Methanol) is heavier than the 

surrounding matrix but unexpectedly a rising convective plume is observed at the dissolving liquid-

liquid interface.  

The purpose of the present paper is to provide a theoretical explanation of the observed phenomena 

and to develop a numerical model for an adequate description of the system behaviour. 

In addition, computations are carried out to show the ability of the numerical model to study the 

dissolution or growth of droplets of the minority phase in the miscibility gap of the phase diagram. 

  

EXPERIMENTS 

The experiments were performed with a Wollaston interferometer, using a Hellma cell made of 

quartz, 1 [cm] x 1 [cm] x 4 [cm], filled with liquid. The droplet of a liquid partially miscible with 

that of the matrix (volume ranging from 1 to 5 [l]) was formed at the tip of a capillary (1mm 
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diameter). The temperature of the system is uniform and controlled by Peltier elements at the top 

and bottom walls. The drop liquid will be denoted as phase 1 and the liquid matrix as phase 2. 

Figure 2 shows an image of  a droplet of Buthanol dissolving in water. Since Buthanol is lighter 

than water (1=0.81 [g/cm3]2= 1 [g/cm3]a convective plume originates at the dissolving 

interface directed upward.  

Figure 3 shows the behaviour of a droplet of Methanol in a matrix of Hexane. In this case the drop 

liquid is heavier than the liquid matrix (1=0.782 [g/cm3]2=0.65 [g/cm3] so that the flow 

around the dissolving droplet is directed downward. 

Figure 4 shows a dissolving drop of Methanol in Cyclohexane. As explained before, Methanol is 

heavier than Cyclohexane (1=0.782 [g/cm3]2= 0.769 [g/cm3]) so that one should expect a 

behaviour similar to that of Figure 3. On the contrary, a convective plume originates at the 

dissolving interface directed upward, similar to the case of Figure 2.  

This phenomenon can be explained by the density dependence as function of the concentration for 

the Cyclohexane-Methanol system. According to the literature (Ref. [5]), the density of the 

Cyclohexane-Methanol binary mixture can be a decreasing or an increasing function of the 

methanol concentration depending on the concentration range. The density is a decreasing function 

of the methanol concentration for 0<c<c1, whereas it is an increasing function of c for c2<c<1 ((c1 

and c1 are the methanol concentrations at the consolute points of the miscibility diagram, see Figure 

5). When a drop of pure Methanol is injected into the Cyclohexane liquid matrix, equilibrium at the 

liquid-liquid interface is attained instantaneously (Perez De Ortiz and Sawistowski [6]). Assuming 

negligible thermal effects (temperature differences less than 0.2 [°C] were measured with 

thermocouples), according to the phase rule the concentrations at the interface will be c1 and c2 

(outside and inside the droplet, respectively, see Figure 5). Correspondingly the mixture 

surrounding the droplet is lighter than the external matrix and therefore a rising plume  is 

originated. 
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The time evolution of the average droplet radius was measured for different values of the initial 

volume  and different temperatures. Typical results obtained at ambient temperature are shown in 

Figure 6, for the case of a droplet with initial volume of 3 [l].  

The experiments have shown that when the initial volume of the droplet exceeds a critical value, 

depending on the experimental conditions (e.g. the temperature), after a transient time, depending 

on the temperature and on the initial volume, the plume exhibits periodic oscillations that reveal a 

convective instability (Figure 7). During the experiments instability was found, at ambient 

temperature, when the initial volume of the droplet was larger than 3 [l], and that the period of the 

oscillations is an increasing function of the droplet diameter. 

These results will be presented in a forthcoming paper dedicated to the detailed analysis of the 

experimental findings. 

 

NUMERICAL MODEL 

 

Basic assumptions 

 

Fig.1 shows the geometry of the problem and the boundary conditions. A liquid drop is suspended 

in a liquid matrix.  The liquid system (drop and matrix) is in a region of the phase diagram (T 

versus C) where it separates continuously into two phases, according to an equilibrium curve, until 

a certain temperature. 

The experiments are carried out injecting methanol drop from the bottom side of the test cell and 

the cell is filled by cyclohexane. The drop is locked to its initial position and anchored to the 

position of the needle (or capillary tube) used to inject the liquid into the matrix. 

The liquids are assumed with constant phase density and transport coefficients. The drop is 

bounded by a spherical liquid/liquid interface whose radius changes in time due to growth or 

dissolution. 
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The hypothesis of spherical surface is acceptable if zero-g conditions prevail or, on the ground, if 

the volume of the liquid drop is small (few millimetres) and/or if the density difference between the 

two phases is very low. 

 

 
Moving boundary method 

 

In the  present paragraph, ancient ‘moving boundary’ numerical methods and in particular possible 

novel strategies are briefly outlined in order to point out analogies, similarities and difference with 

the sophisticated numerical algorithm proposed here for the case of growth or dissolution of drops 

in matrices of different liquids (DDVOF-Dissolution of drops Volume of Fraction Method). 

The numerical simulations of these problems require a discretization or nodalization to allow 

numerical treatment on computers. There are two fundamentally different approaches: Eulerian 

methods use a frame of reference (discretization grid or mesh, control volumes, etc.) fixed in space, 

and matter moving through this frame of reference. Lagrangian methods instead use a frame of 

reference (marker particles) fixed to and moving with the matter. 

The first method capable of modelling multi-phase flow, separated by a moving interface, was the 

Marker and Cell (MAC) of Harlow and Welch [7]. This was in fact a combination of an Eulerian 

solution of the basic flow field, with Lagrangian marker particles attached to one phase to 

distinguish it from the other phase. While the staggered mesh layout and other features of MAC 

have become a model for many other Eulerian codes, the marker particles proved to be 

computationally too expensive and have been rarely used. 

In the specific case of drops growing or dissolving in a matrix of different liquid and in order to 

introduce novel numerical techniques, one must generally accomplish at least two things 

simultaneously: (a) determine the concentration fields in both the liquid phases and (b) determine 

the position of the interface between the phase 1 and the phase 2. According to the technique used 
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to address (a) and (b), in principle the numerical procedures able to solve these problems can be 

divided into two groups:  

1) Multiple region solutions utilizing independent equations for each phase and coupling them with 

appropriate boundary conditions at the interface. This approach to the problem takes the point of 

view that the interface separating the bulk phases is a mathematical boundary of zero thickness 

where interfacial conditions are applied. These interfacial conditions couple to the concentration 

equations in the bulk and this system of equations and boundary conditions provides a means to 

address (a) and (b). Difficulties arise when this technique is employed since in this case in the 

vicinity of the interface, conditions on mass flux, velocity, and solubility evolution have to be 

accounted for. This effectively rules out the application of a fixed-grid numerical solution, as 

deforming grids or transformed co-ordinate systems are required to account for the position of the 

phase front.  

2) Single region (continuum) formulations (or ‘phase field’ models) which eliminate the need for 

separate equations in each phase, by establishing conservation equations which are universally 

valid. From a theoretical point of view the major advantage of the single region formulations is that 

they do not require the use of quasi-steady approximations, numerical remeshing and co-ordinate 

mapping.  

In a phase-field model, a phase-field variable  which varies in space and time is introduced to 

characterize the phase. In place of the ‘sharp’ transition from one phase to the other that would 

characterize the multiple region formulations, here the phase-field varies smoothly but rapidly 

through an interfacial region. The effect is a formulation of the free boundary problem that in 

principle does not require application of interfacial conditions at the unknown location of a phase 

boundary. This formulation is at the base of the most recent and popular methods used for moving 

boundary problems (Volume of fluid VOF methods, see e.g. Hirt et al. [8], Osher et al. [9], 

Gueyffier et  al. [10]; enthalpy methods, see e.g. Bennon and Incropera [11,12], Voller and Prakash 

[13]). For this reason in the present paper this strategy is adopted. 
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DDVOF - Volume of Fraction Method for dissolving drops. 

 

The DDVOF is a single region formulation and allows a fixed-grid solution to be undertaken.  It is 

therefore able to utilize standard solution procedures for the fluid flow and species equations 

directly, without resorting to mathematical manipulations and transformations.  

The model is based on the mass balance equations. The diffusion of the species is governed by the 

equations (drop=phase 1=1, matrix=phase 2=0):  

  1
2

1
1 CDCV

t
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         (1) 
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2

2
2 1 CDCV

t

C
 




        (2) 

Where D is the interdiffusion coefficient. 

The species equations (1) and (2) are solved throughout the computational domain including the 

drop and the matrix. The presence of the terms  and (1-) ensures in fact that each equation 

characterizes a different phase. At the initial instant both the phases are supposed to be at constant 

concentration (C1(o) and C2(o) respectively). 

The behaviour of the two phases is coupled through the equilibrium concentration values imposed 

on the two sides of the interface. These values come from the miscibility law (see Fig. 5). On the 

interface (0<<1),  the concentrations must satisfy the equilibrium conditions: 

)(11 ei
CC           (3) 

)(22 ei
CC           (4) 

Equations (3), and (4) behave as ‘moving boundary conditions’. Note that in place of the ‘sharp’ 

transition from one phase to the other that would characterize the multiple region formulations (in 

that case the interface separating the bulk phases is a mathematical boundary of zero thickness), 

here the phase-field varies smoothly but rapidly through an interfacial region whose thickness is not 

zero. This region, defined by the mathematical conditions 0 ,0<<1, moves through the 
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computational domain according to the behaviour of the different phases (i.e. according to the 

behaviour of ).  

The flow is governed by the continuity, and Navier-Stokes equations: 

0 V            (5) 

    gFVVVp
t

V
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       (6) 

where  

)1()(2)(1   oo           (7a) 

)1(21              (7b) 

and in the last term of equation (6): 

     )1()()( )(222)(111   oog CCgCCgF         (7c) 

the Boussinesque approximation is used to model the buoyancy forces, 1 and 2 are the solutal 

expansion coefficients related to the mutual interpenetration of the phases (1) and (2).  

The core of the DDVOF method is its technique for adjourning . The tracking of the interface 

between the phases is accomplished by the solution of a special continuity integral equation for the 

volume of the liquid drop taking into account the release or absorption of solute through the 

interface. The liquid drop is assumed to be a sphere of radius R increasing due to growth or 

decreasing due to dissolution. Using mass balance, one obtains for the time evolution of the radius :  
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The unit vector n̂  perpendicular to the interface results from the gradient of a smoothed phase field 




, where the transition from one phase to the other takes place continuously over several cells 

(typically 4 or 5 for a grid having 200x200 points). The smoothed phase field 


 is obtained by 

convolution of the unsmoothed field  with an interpolation function.  The interface orientation 

depends on the direction of the volume fraction gradient of the phase 


 within the cell, and that of 

the neighbour cell (or cells) sharing the face in question. Depending on the interface’s orientation 

and on the side (phase (1) or phase (2)) on which computations are performed, concentration 

gradients are discretized by forward or backward schemes. 



Equations (12): 
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Equations (13): 
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Then the distribution of the phase variable  is defined according to the radius of the drop at the 

new instant (n+1): 

r<R,     (14a) 

r>R,     (14b) 

Equations (1), (2), (5), (6) and (8) represent a system of four partial differential equations and one 

ordinary differential equation whose solution governs the non-linear behaviour of the physical 

system under investigation.  

Note that the present mathematical model and related numerical technique can be seen as a very 

hybrid volume of fluid method.  

In the "classical" VOF methods, the phase field variable  is ‘advected’ solving an appropriate 

partial differential transport equation; this formulation has been often used for the solution of 

typical problems dealing with the migration of bubbles or drops posed in liquids. It relies on the 

fact that the fluids are not interpenetrating. For the present method the equation governing the 

evolution of  comes from mass balance conditions rather than from transport.  Moreover 

interpenetration of the different fluids is allowed according to the coupled behaviour of equations 

(1), (2) and (8). 
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Equation (8) moreover provides the necessary coupling among the species and momentum 

equations. The density and the dynamic viscosity of the liquid in eq. (6) in fact are computed 

according to the instantaneous distribution of . Further coupling between the species and 

momentum equations is due to the volume force term (Boussinesque approximation) in eq. (6). 

 

Discretization and solution   

 

Eqs. (1,2,5,6) subjected to the initial and boundary conditions are solved numerically in primitive 

variables by a control volume method. The domain is discretized with a cylindrical axisymmetric 

uniform mesh and the flow field variables defined over a staggered grid. Forward differences in 

time and upwind schemes in space (second order accurate) are used to discretize the partial 

differential equations 

The computation of the velocity field at each time step is split into two substeps. 

 In the first, an approximate non-solenoidal velocity field V* which corresponds to the correct 

vorticity of the field is computed at time (n+1) neglecting the pressure gradient term in the 

momentum eq. (6). In the second substep, the pressure field is computed by solving the equation 

resulting from the divergence of the momentum equation taking into account eq. (5): 

 

t

12


 kp *

kV   k=1,2        (15) 

This equation is solved  with a SOR (Successive Over Relaxation) iterative method. For further 

details on the numerical method see e.g. Monti, Savino, Lappa and Tempesta [14], Lappa [15], 

Lappa and Savino [16]. On the solid walls the P/n=0 condition is imposed; at the interface, this 

condition is discretized by forward or backward schemes according to the interface’s orientation 

and to the phase : 
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Finally, the correct solenoidal velocity field is updated using the computed pressure field to account 

for continuity: 

V V t pnn   1 *            (18) 

 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

Figure 8 shows the computed evolution of the concentration and flow field patterns at the beginning 

of the dissolution process. The numerical results refer to a droplet of Methanol dissolving into a 
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matrix of Cyclohexane at ambient temperature. The initial volume of the droplet is 3 [l]. The 

computations are carried out considering normal (Earth) gravity and therefore buoyancy effects. 

The results of Figure 8 show the streamlines and the concentration of Methanol around the 

dissolving droplet at different times. The plume starts rising and after t=100 seconds a fully 

developed velocity and concentration field is established. 

Figure 6 shows the computed time dependence of the average drop radius. The initial volume of the 

drop is the same as in Figure 8 (3 [l]). The numerical simulations have been carried out in the two 

cases: a) zero gravity conditions (i.e. zero buoyancy); b) Earth gravity conditions (i.e. in the 

presence of buoyancy convection). The numerical results show that buoyancy induced convection 

increases the drop dissolution, in comparsion with the purely diffusive situation. The volume of the 

drop decreases more rapidly as time increases, and better correlation with the experimental results is 

achieved if convection is taken into account. 

As discussed in Section 2, the experiments performed with binary liquid-liquid systems have shown 

that the phenomena under investigation may exhibit "stable" rising solutal plumes (created above 

the dissoving drop) or "pulsating" jets showing time-dependent oscillatory behaviour. 

For sufficiently small values of the initial volume of the drop, the convection in the liquid column is 

laminar and steady, but if this initial volume exceeds certain critical values depending on the binary 

liquid-liquid system and on the temperature, the liquid motion can undergo a transition to an 

oscillatory  axisymmetric complex flow pattern. 

Note that the experimental fringes around the dissolving drop describe in the observation plane well 

defined curves whose shape approximately looks like two symmetric folds disposed on the left and 

right sides of the drop (see Figure 7). The pulsating behaviour consists in a "periodic" expansion 

and contraction of the two folds. The velocity and the concentration fields are symmetric and the 

time-dependence is observed as a synchronous pulsation of these symmetrical folds (they travel 

axially up and down). The periodic motion is not confined however to the zone close to the drop 

surface and affects also the  behaviour of the rising ject carrying methanol towards the top of the 
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test cell. The instability in fact leads somehow to a "periodic release" of a "packet" of lighter fluid 

in the plume. This phenomenon appears in the form of a periodic expansion of the diameter of the 

rising jet. This expansion behaves as a disturbance travelling towards the top (i.e. a perturbation of 

the solutal and flow field rising along the core of the plume).  

These behaviours have been confirmed by the numerical simulations (Figs. 9 and Figs.10). The 

mathematical model and the associated numerical algorithm have proven to be able to "capture" the 

complex time-dependent phenomena and to provide information and data about the intrinsic nature 

of the instability. Computations obtained "switching off" surface tension effects, in fact have proved 

that the phenomena under investigation are driven by the buoyancy (gravitational) effect whereas 

the solutal Marangoni flow does not seem to play a critical role in the onset of the flow instability.  

Figs. 8 (numerical computations) show the presence of a large toroidal convection roll wrapped 

around the solutal jet. The instability is hydrodynamic in nature, i.e. it does not depend on the 

behaviour of the solutal field (for this instability the solutal field simply acts as a "driving force" for 

the velocity field). When the velocity of the particles exceed a certain critical value, bifurcation to 

oscillatory flow occurs. This explains why the instability occurs only if a certain initial value of the 

drop volume is exceeded whereas the flow exhibits stable solutal rising plumes in the case of small 

initial volumes; the maximum velocity in the core of the rising plume in fact depends on the flow 

rate of methanol through the drop interface; in turn this flow rate depends on the surface area of the 

drop and therefore on its radius (i.e. volume). 

With regard the nature of the instability, note that the phenomena here discussed exhibit surprising 

analogies with behaviours previously observed in the case of different phenomena (see Cetegen and 

Ahmed [17], Cetegen and Kasper [18], Cetegen [19], Cetegen et al. [20]). 

Cetegen [19] carried out experimental studies dealing with the instabilities and flow transitions of 

buoyant plume/jets of  gas mixtures. The author investigated the case of a buoyant plume of helium 

or helium/air mixture originating from a large axisymmetric nozzle with low velocity. He found 
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toroidal vortex formation as a result of rapid buoyant acceleration of light plume fluid in heavier 

more or less quiescient surroundings.  

It was found that these plumes may undergo periodic oscillations with a macroscopic behaviour 

very similar to that described in the present paper: as the buoyant fluid exits the nozzle, plume 

boundary contracts towards the plume centerline as a result of buoyant acceleration due to the 

hydrostatic pressure field and the condition imposed by the conservation of mass; the plumes 

undergo periodic oscillations of the plume boundary starting in the immediate vicinity of the nozzle 

lip. This behaviour strongly resembles that observed in the present study about the periodic 

pulsation of the two folds close to the drop surface.  

Moreover, in analogy with the present case of solutal plumes, it was found experimentally by 

Cetegen [19] that not all buoyant plumes exhibit periodic oscillations. The onset of oscillations is, 

in general, a function of nozzle diameter, nozzle exit velocity and the density ratio between the 

plume fluid and its surrounding (Cetegen [19]) as for the present case, instability occurs only if a 

critical initial volume of the drop is exceeded. 

Cetegen and Kasper [18] provided a very inteersting explanation of these phenomena: the 

mechanism leading to the periodic oscillatory state of the flow field is connected with the highly 

unstable (Rayleigh-Taylor) density stratification in the sharply contracting region of the flow just 

above the nozzle exit. According to the numerical simulations. the same mechanism applies to the 

present case of solutal flow where unstable density stratification occurs just above the dissolving 

drop. 

Note that important analogies can be found also about the behaviour of "pool fires". It is well 

known (Cetegen and Ahmed, [17]) that axisymmetric pool fires exhibit a periodic oscillatory 

motion close to their origin, often referred to as "puffing". In a fire, these periodic oscillations result 

in formation of large-scale (of the order of burner diameter) flaming vortical structures at a short 

distance from the burner surface. These structures significantly modify the downstream flame 

behaviour as they rise through the flame and finally burnout near the flame top. 
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Again the behaviour is very similar to that observed in the case of the periodic "release" of packets 

of fluid in the rising jet generated above the dissolving drop. The perturbation in the solutal jet 

diameter originated at the drop surface rises along the core of the jet and dies at the top. 

In summary, the presence of puffing in isothermal helium plumes, in flames and in the phenomena 

associated to the dissolution of drops in liquids exhibiting a miscibility gap, suggests that the 

puffing phenomenon is associated with the instability of the buoyant flow.  

In the case of helium plumes the force driving the instability is the pressure gradient between the 

helium reservoir and the ambient. In the case of flames and fires, the driving force is the release of 

heat in the core of the flame due to the combustion process; puffing in pool fires in fact is typically 

stronger than buoyant nonreacting plumes due to the local heat release and the consequently 

mantained buoyancy. In the present case of solutall plume, the force driving the instability is the 

dissolution of the drop located on the bottom of the test cell; the dissolution in fact provides 

continuosly lighter fluid that is carried up due to the buoyancy forces.  
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Figure 1: Sketch of the geometrical configuration 

Figure 2. Rising plume from a droplet of Buthanol dissolving in water at ambient temperature 

(initial drop volume of 1.5 [l]) 

Figure 3. Descending flow from a droplet of Methanol dissolving in Hexane at ambient temperature 

(initial drop volume of 1.5 [l]) 

Figure 4. Rising plume from a droplet of Methanol dissolving in Cyclohexane at ambient 

temperature (initial drop volume of 3 [l]) 

Figure 5. Phase diagram (a) and density versus Methanol concentration (b) for the Cycloexane-

Methanol system 

Figure 6. Time evolution of the measured average drop radius and comparison with numerical 

results. The initial volume of the droplet (Methanol) is 3 [l]. The matrix is Cyclohexane. 

Figure 7. Oscillatory instability of the axisymmetric plume rising from a drop of Methanol 

dissolving in a Cyclohexane matrix at ambient temperature. The initial volume of the drop is 5 [l]. 

The images are taken at time intervals of 1 seconds. 

Figure 8. Computed evolution of the concentration and flow field patterns at the beginning of the 

dissolution process (droplet of Methanol dissolving into a matrix of Cyclohexane at ambient 

temperature, initial volume of the droplet 3 [l], Vmax= 5.4 10-2 [cm/s]). 

Figure 9. Computed evolution of the unstable solutal plume: concentration and flow field patterns  

for a 3 [l] droplet of Methanol dissolving into a matrix of Cyclohexane at ambient temperature 

(Vmax= 5.4 10-2 [cm/s]). 

Figure 10. Computed pulsating behaviour close to the surface of the dissolving drop (Figs (a) and 

(b) refer to the maximum and to the minimum of an oscillation period respectively) 
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Figure 1: Sketch of the geometrical configuration 

 

  

 

Figure 2. Rising plume from a droplet of Buthanol dissolving in water at ambient temperature 
(initial drop volume of 1.5 l) 
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Figure 3. Descending flow from a droplet of Methanol dissolving in Hexane at ambient temperature 
(initial drop volume of 1.5 l) 

 

 
 

 
 

Figure 4. Rising plume from a droplet of Methanol dissolving in Cyclohexane at ambient 
temperature (initial drop volume of 3 l) 
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 Figure 5. Phase diagram (a) and density versus Methanol concentration (b) for the Cycloexane-

Methanol system 
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Figure 6. Time evolution of the measured average drop radius and comparison with numerical 

results. The initial volume of the droplet (Methanol) is 3 [l]. The matrix is Cyclohexane. 
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Figure 7. Oscillatory instability of the axisymmetric plume rising from a drop of Methanol 
dissolvine in a Cyclohexane matrix at ambient temperature. The initial volume of the drop is 5 l. 
The images are taken at time intervals of 1 seconds. 
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Figure 8. Computed evolution of the concentration and flow field patterns at the beginning of the 

dissolution process (droplet of Methanol dissolving into a matrix of Cyclohexane at ambient 

temperature, initial volume of the droplet 3 [l], Vmax= 5.4 10-2 [cm/s]). 
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Figure 9. Computed evolution of the unstable solutal plume: concentration and flow field patterns  

for a 3 [l] droplet of Methanol dissolving into a matrix of Cyclohexane at ambient temperature 

(Vmax= 5.4 10-2 [cm/s]). 
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Figure 10. Computed pulsating behaviour close to the surface of the dissolving drop (radial velocity 

distribution Vmax = 1.5 10-2 [cm/s]) (Figs (a) and (b) refer to the maximum and to the minimum of 

an oscillation period respectively)  

 


